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PRIMAR Y INSTRUCTION
Lesson No. 10

PART I

THE ASCENDED MASTER SAINT GERMAIN

The Great Being Whom we know and honor as Saint Germain, made His Ascension in 1684. For many centuries He had worked to bring Freedom to mankind, taking embodiment again and again, endeavoring to stimulate the desire for Freedom in the people of the various countries of the world. His special Quality is FREEDOM, and He is the Ascended Master in charge of the next 2000 year Cycle which will be known as the ERA OF FREEDOM. Just as Jesus was in charge of the Christian Dispensation over the past 2000 years, so the Ascended Master Saint Germain has the privilege, honor and responsibility of bringing FREEDOM to every part of life—human, elemental and imprisoned Angels, during this coming Cycle of 2000 years. There will come a time when age, sickness, poverty, and distress of every kind will be no more—and even so-called death itself will disappear.

The instruction published by THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM, INC. gives forth the Ascended Masters' Teachings and Understanding of how to use the Sacred Fire to bring Freedom to the mind, Freedom to the feelings, Freedom to the memories, and Freedom to the physical body. When these four lower vehicles are purified and harmonized so that they are truly 'free', the individual is then in a position to become an Ascended Master at the close of the embodiment and be eternally free. It is Saint Germain's Gift to see that mankind and the Earth itself, and all Life expressing upon Her, become free as quickly as possible, and to that end are all the Ascended Host of Heaven assisting Him in this gigantic task, and He welcomes the assistance of each individual who is seeking more Light and Freedom.

From the time of Saint Germain's Ascension in 1684, He made preparation to become Chohan of the Seventh Ray. In the year 1786, He took over that Office from the Lady Master Kwan Yin, and again from that time until May 1st, 1954, He prepared for the tremendous responsibility of becoming the Cosmic Director for the coming 2000 year Cycle. This Blessed Ascended Master has asked for the prayers, devotions and assistance of all who love Him at this Cosmic Hour, for He has lived but to serve Life, and NOW is His great Hour of Opportunity to bring His Gift of Freedom to the Earth.

THE CORONATION OF SAINT GERMAIN

Once every 2000 years, a New Ray strikes the Earth, and as this Cosmic Wheel turns, requiring 14000 years for one complete revolution, the Chohan Who becomes the Representative of this New Ray is crowned the Cosmic Authority for the evolution of the planet and its people during this time.

The SIXTH RAY, under the supervision of the Beloved Ascended Master Jesus, completed its service on January 1st, 1954, and allowing for an over-lapping of a few months, the SEVENTH RAY officially began Its Cosmic Outpouring on May 1st, 1954. The Activity from 1930 to 1954 was a preparatory activity - a John the Baptist endeavor.

At Shamballa on May 1st, 1954*, the great Ceremony of transferring the Crown, Sceptre, Sword and Vestment of the Officiating Chohan, the Ascended Master Jesus, to the
new Chohan, the Ascended Master Saint Germain, took place.

The Crown, which symbolizes this Authority, came to Earth with the first of mankind to embody - upon the Head of Archangel Michael, and every 2000 years since then it has been transferred to the Authority of the succeeding Ray. Thus, in 14000 years the Seven Presiding Chohans would each wear it for 2000 years. It is, therefore, 14000 years since a Chohan of the Seventh Ray wore this Crown, but only 2000 years since a Chohan received it from His predecessor - the Sixth Ray having received it from the Fifth Ray, and so on.

Every Member of the Hierarchy then came forward in order of rank and knelt before the new King, Saint Germain, and gave allegiance and offered some specific blessing from Their own life; the Angels and Elementals doing likewise extending down through the human kingdom who knew of this Cosmic Event.

*(To assist Beloved Saint Germain and His many Cosmic Duties in the bringing in New Age of Freedom to the Planet. - On July 16th, 1983 Lady Mercedes was crowned Chohan of the 7th Ray).*

THE SERVICES OF THE SEVENTH RAY

The Service of the Seventh Ray is to teach men how to transmute mistakes by the VIOLET FIRE OF FREEDOM'S LOVE, and to inspire them with a desire to live a purer, cleaner and happier way of life. The VIOLET FIRE and Its Mighty Transmuting Power was explained in Lesson Number 2 as the Divine Tool by which this can be done in a painless way.
the assistance of the Goddess of OPPORTUNITY and JUSTICE - the Beloved Portia - with Opportunity to be free, and to establish the Kingdom of God here on Earth. Saint Germain is dependent upon each dear student to help Him make of the Earth FREEDOM'S STAR - where Angels, men and Elementals shall walk hand in hand again - serving in the redemption of the Earth. The VIOLET FIRE OF MERCY AND COMPASSION is the 'Divine Tool' to bring this about, and Saint Germain urges each one to USE THIS VIOLET FIRE dynamically and set yourselves FREE, and then persevere with the use of this Sacred Fire for the sake of all that lives.

Much literature has been written of metaphysical knowledge, but the REQUIREMENT OF THE HOUR is to present simple instructions which can be APPLIED individually and collectively to tie the energies of mankind to the energies of the Great White Brotherhood in co-operative service.

DISCOURSE BY THE ASCENDED MASTER SAINT GERMAIN

"Think of Those of Us Who gained the Freedom and Victory alone - century after century finding secret caves, places where We might hide, endeavoring with a few brave souls like Ourselves, to contact the Ascended Host of Light. We desired to receive Their instruction and then to experiment with magnetization, invocation, and the direction of the Light Rays. There was nobody to tell Us whether We were on the Right Path. There was nothing but Our Heart Flame to direct Us. Yet, if We had allowed these negative qualities to make us fearful, We would still remain within the orthodox masses. I tell you frankly, if you are going to succeed, YOU MUST BE POSITIVE, DETERMINED, and CONFIDENT within yourself. In the privacy of your own room, you must take yourselves in hand and decide first and foremost WHETHER YOU ARE WORKING WITH THE ASCENDED HOST OR NOT! If you feel that you are not, then you must wait for another opportunity at a later day. You must measure everything that we have given according to the Code of Truth, according to the Code of Balance, of Purity, of Wisdom, and of Love. Then, when you have made up your mind, STAY CONSTANT TO THAT DECISION AND MOVE FORWARD INTO THE LIGHT OF FREEDOM!

"The greatest opportunity in the world is to USE THIS FLAME OF FREEDOM, and to stand UNMOVED, CENTERED AND POISED WITHIN YOUR OWN GOD FLAME!

"The Divine Alchemy of the VIOLET FIRE is a real science, just as much as is any science of electronics in the outer world today. It is not something which works in a haphazard manner. You are in an age of experimentation, and now stand much as I did in those embodiments previous to My Ascension when I, too, was experimenting with various combinations of thought, feeling and spoken word in decrees. You are in a period of transition - transition in your personal lives, world transition, and in a very few short years you will be in a period of planetary transition as well. These periods of 'world change' cause feelings of unrest in the emotional and mental bodies of the masses of the people, as well as stirring up a great sense of fear in their flesh bodies.

"In the coming world changes, We come days when great numbers of people may be in distress. They will need your calls to set into action the TRANSMUTING POWERS OF THE VIOLET FIRE!

"Do not limit the powers of your "I AM" Presence, beloved ones. Become acquainted with that glorious Presence because of Its Omnipotent Power and Its willingness
to act to and through you at all times. Personally, you could not possibly attempt to rehabilitate the entire human race - the three and one-half billion who are in embodiment, besides those billions awaiting physical embodiment; BUT YOUR "I AM" PRESENCE CAN!

"Your Presence and Mine are not limited in any way! Your Presence is ALL-KNOWING and is capable of directing instantly from ITSELF a billion Rays of transcendent blazing Light into whatever condition, place or person requires assistance.

"We are at the beginning of a New Age in which, through the courtesy and kindness of Life, I am the Chohan, and will assist you in the Religious Service which will be manifested in the worship of the next two thousand year period. This is the Activity of the VIOLET RAY; the Activity of Ordered Service and Ritual; the Activity where mankind, Angels and Elementals will again be drawn together along the path of evolution where they will serve together, build together the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, and worship together in Ceremonials such as you cannot yet conceive.

"One day, before My Ascension, while in deep contemplation of the Presence and Its Violet Fire of Mercy, Forgiveness and Transmutation, My inner sight was opened and I had a glimpse of a farmer walking through a field - sowing seed. This man was heavy of heart and his head was bowed. Suddenly, I saw a Light Ray from My Presence go forth - within which was the Violet Fire. It blazed around that individual - instantly transmuting the CAUSE of his distress; for which Cause I had been responsible at one time or another. Thus was paid the particular debt which I owed that lifestream. Then, that lifestream raised his head - free of that burden, and actually ran laughing toward the farm-house. That person never knew from whence his release came. I did not even know the name of that man, but I knew that his burden was lightened, and that at least some of My karmic debt had been paid. It will be interesting if you care to develop it!

"I would like to thank you for giving yourselves so freely and so completely in the Cause of Freedom; for investing your energies in that Freedom through the centuries - not only in this embodiment, but you have rallied around that Banner of Freedom in almost every era and every age that you have lived. Now, as We enter the door of a New Day, I shall remember those of you who have stood by Me, and you shall be a part of that Spiritual Court that lives forever.

"There is much that I would say - much of which I am thinking in regard to each one of you; there are memories woven deeply into My Heart for the personal and Universal associations. Those memories are sweet - they are the bonds that bind Heaven and Earth. They are the ties that keep the God-free yet hovering around the planet - reluctant to enjoy Heaven's Bliss while any portion of life is yet in shadow. It is a marvelous thing that through each one of you We shall reach the rest of mankind and set them free also. I hope and trust that you will enjoy the happiness of the incoming of the Seventh Cycle, and that you may enjoy the radiation and beauty of the Kingdom of Heaven.

"To you - each one - God bless you and thank you for the homely things that make of life a Joy!"
PART II

BELOVED ARCHANGEL ZADKIEL

Beloved Zadkiel is the Archangel in charge of the Violet Fire of INVOCATION and TRANSMUTATION. This enables you, and all who care to do so, to INVOKE this Sacred Fire into your being and world so that the imperfect energy which is the CAUSE of distress both, now and at some future time, may be TRANSMUTED in a painless way through the LOVE that is contained within the Violet Flame instead of the individual having to experience unnecessary pain and suffering.

DO NOT FEAR this Violet Fire, for it only dissolves and transmutes energy which has been wrongly qualified by thought, feeling, word, or action. When earnestly used, it produces a buoyancy and lightness, for your human accumulation is an actual WEIGHT and PRESSURE around you. At some time, this human creation must be dissolved and transmuted back into Perfection. If not done consciously while on the Earth, then when so-called death ensues, Lord Zadkiel has provided Temples of the Violet Fire at Inner Levels where mankind may go to purify their souls.

The Divine Complement of Archangel Zadkiel is known as Beloved Holy Amethyst, and when you call to Them for the Violet Fire to surge through every part of your being and world, Their Angels of the Violet Fire go forth instantly to answer that call.

Neither you nor any of mankind can experience the fullness of God Perfection in your worlds, either while here on Earth or after so-called death, until all your human creation (which means all the misuse of life in your thoughts, in your feelings, by your acts, and by your memory) has been completely removed, and fortunate indeed are YOU to know of this Violet Fire which is the Divine Tool that can most quickly render this service. It will not act of itself, so your earnest and sincere CALL to the Ascended Master Saint Germain, the Archangel Zadkiel, Beloved Holy Amethyst, and the Angels of the Violet Fire is required. The more you can be conscious of this Violet Fire surging through you, the quicker will you be free.

The beautiful etheric Temple of Lord Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst abides over the Island of Cuba. It was once a mighty Focus on the landed surface itself, and one day it shall again abide there where mankind may go, and bathing in the radiation of the Violet Fire, instantly be free.

DISCOURSE BY ARCHANGEL ZADKIEL

"My Service to Life is in guarding the Powers of Invocation. I work on the Seventh Ray. In the Course of the evolution of a soul, the Cosmic Law planned to give each soul a 14000 year Cycle in which to develop. Every 2000 years a different ganglionic center within the body, and a spiritual center within the soul, was to be nourished. As the Cosmic Wheel made one complete revolution, at the end of the 14000 years, that soul was to be a Master Presence like Saint Germain - master in drawing energy, qualifying it, and sending it forth to create and sustain anything which his mind and heart desired.

"Each 2000 years, a Mighty Archangel and a Chohan worked to render the assistance to those souls and develop them to this perfect state. You can see then, how far behind mankind of Earth is, as this Cosmic Wheel has turned so many times that there is no human count for its revolutions. My Service was at the end of each Cycle, when
the Seventh Ray played upon the Earth, to teach the developed souls how to draw and qualify the Sacred Fire and become Priests and Priestesses of the Order of Zadkiel.

"Cycle after Cycle passed; revolution after revolution of the Wheel has taken place, and yet the 'bloom' which mankind should have shown has not been accomplished. Again, We come to the close of one of these Cycles - the minor and the major - and the Seventh Ray again plays upon the Earth for approximately 2000 years. The Law has said that this is the FINAL CYCLE that must bring life from the dormant seed in the hearts of mankind. It is to this end that We are all pouring the pressure of Our Light and Flames - desiring to get from those of you who are stirring in your soul sleep, the assistance of your lifestreams also.

"It is better to call forth the Violet Flame for shorter periods at a time in a RHYTHMIC ACTIVITY each day. Set aside some uninterrupted time each day - morning, noon and night - to invoke this Flame - calling for It to blaze up, through and around you and expanding out into your world.

"Let that Violet Fire blaze up, through and around your physical body, your etheric, mental and emotional bodies, especially through your brain structure and feeling world, commanding It to transmute the hard and un forgiving feelings. These 'hard' feelings are the causes and cores of most of your distresses. Let them be replaced by grateful, joyous, receptive feelings which open your world to the Goodness of God and make you a mighty magnet to draw to you all the Good that God wants you to have."

DISCOURSE BY HOLY AMETHYST

"Beloved ones, LOVING LIFE FREE is the greatest service that there is in this Universe, and that is My reason for being - to embody the MERCY of your Father-Mother God that has not allowed anything evil to be permanent. Think of the Mercy of that - no word, no thought, no feeling, and no action that you have ever sent forth that was less than God's Beauty and Perfection shall ever remain as a permanent record in your own worlds or that of this planet! Think of the Mercy of Life that allows Me - and that allows you - to use the Merciful Flame of Violet Fire to change the quality of imprisoned life into a vibratory action that is harmonious and happy. Wherever you see an appearance of imperfection, instead of registering a distaste for it, oh, FEEL WITH ME THE JOY THAT IT IS to impersonally call already God-qualified energy into the person, place, condition or thing, and ask that Intelligent Violet Fire to change the quality of energy into a harmonious, beautiful, and happy quality.

"I ask that the Ascended Master FEELING of BUOYANCY that is within this Violet Fire will remain with you, and that your Holy Christ Self may CHARGE IT THROUGH YOU to dissolve all depression or anything less than the Ascended Master HARMONY and HAPPINESS."

MUSICAL INTERLUDE

This interlude of music should include or consist of the BLUE DANUBE WALTZES and the contemplation should be directed toward the activities of the Beloved Archangel Zadkiel, Beloved Holy Amethyst, and the VIOLET FIRE OF FREEDOM'S LOVE.
PART II

THE MIGHTY ELOHIM ARCTURUS

The Mighty Arcturus is the ELOHIM of the Violet Fire of Mercy and Compassion, of Invocation, Rhythm and Freedom, and He works on the Seventh Ray. This is the Flame that actually does raise the vibratory action of the electrons which make up the substance and form of every created thing. He is one of the Elohim Who helped to build the planet Earth. His Divine Complement is known as the Beloved Diana.

DISCOURSE BY ELOHIM ARCTURUS

"I am the Elohim of Invocation and Rhythm Who brings to you and life, through the use of the Violet Fire, infinite Freedom when you desire it enough! I look constantly from interstellar space, through all the planets belonging to this System, for those hearts who desire Freedom - Freedom from illness, limitation and distress. And where shall you find that Freedom? WITHIN YOUR OWN LIFE!

"In the beginning of your individualization, God created your Divine Self-conscious Intelligence, your own individualized "I AM" - a White Fire Being from the Universal First Cause, with the capacity to draw forth from life every God-gift you might ever require to be able to manifest Perfection. Within the Flame in your heart is anything and everything that you require, I urge you to DEVELOP YOUR LIFE and the Qualities which are within it. From that same primal Life and Light, We created the planet upon which you presently abide; as well as all the planets of this System.

"Call forth what you wish from the Heart of that Life which flows from the Universal, and call to Me - Arcturus - if you wish to release into outer manifestation from within your own life whatever powers, qualities, gifts and activities are required to perfect your own world and that of your fellowman. Wherever there is a lifestream who sincerely desires Freedom, and in constant RHYTHM invokes and commands it, there shall I be to give that one assistance until that FREEDOM is physically manifest.

"In your individual application, if you will observe a RHYTHM, and give your individual calls at the SAME HOUR EACH DAY, you will draw a much more concentrated power."

THE SEVEN STEPS OF PRECIPITATION

by Beloved Elohim Arcturus

FIRST: The Mighty Hercules' WILL TO DO (DECISION). Nothing can ever be accomplished here or anywhere else until the lifestream wills within itself to do, to act and to cooperate with some portion of the God Intelligence.

SECOND: Then comes the Quality of Cassiopeia with His Power of PERCEPTION (ILLUMINATION), showing one the perfect thing to do; getting the clear picture of the pattern and design to be precipitated.

THIRD: Now comes the LOVE of the Mighty Orion, holding constantly to the original pattern and vision of Perfection and feeling the feelings of Divine Love and Light into it until the complete manifestation appears.

FOURTH: Then comes the PURITY of Beloved Claire (Elohim of Purity) holding the perfect pattern steady and unchanged; holding to the Purity and symmetry of the original design.
FIFTH: Then comes the Quality of Vista (CONCENTRATION and CONSECRATION) - the power to stay with one pattern and one idea until it is lowered into form instead of letting the mind flit from one design to another in which procedure nothing at all is made manifest. It is following through with the mathematical Science of Precipitation that you gain mastery and results.

SIXTH: As Our Beloved Brother, the Elohim of Peace, serves upon the Sixth Ray, ordinarily His activities would come next. However, in the activities of Precipitation, although I, Arcturus, work upon the Seventh Ray, My Quality of INVOCATION IN RHYTHM comes next and takes sixth place.

SEVENTH: Here is the sealing of the entire manifestation in the feeling of GOD-PEACE from the Elohim of Peace Himself. In so far as the Power of Precipitation is concerned, the activities of Our two Rays are inverted.

"My specific contribution to the building of form is the activity of INVOCATION IN RHYTHM; of the constant feeding of the desired form to be outpicted with life energy until it is not only a manifest thing, but symmetrically perfect as well. The constancy of RHYTHM gives symmetry to the form to be manifest. RHYTHM and constancy of application are absolutely essential to bring about the manifestation of your desired design."

"If you will observe Nature, you will easily recognize the absolute RHYTHM by which all creation takes place; the rising and setting of the Sun; the incoming and outgoing of the tides; the recurrent Seasons - all in an absolute and perfect RHYTHM.

"Mankind pays fairly regular attention to the RHYTHM of doing that which affects the physical comfort, but in the most important of all, his spiritual activities, RHYTHM is very thoroughly forgotten. The science of constancy of prayer and application is seldom seen, but before a visible Flame can be drawn forth from the Inner Realms, it requires a sanctified, consciously dedicated and consecrated group of lifestreams who, rhythmically, will draw forth by decree and invocation that mighty concentration from whence the Flame will burst forth into visibility.

"If you were to observe a certain RHYTHM in your individual application at the same hour every day, you would draw a much greater concentration of power and quicker accomplishment than when you make your application fit into the free hours which each day may choose to give. When you observe that same RHYTHM in your working hours; your time for sleep; your time for relaxation - holding to that symmetry which Nature has given you - eight hours for service, eight hours for sleep, eight hours for relaxation - you will have greater Harmony in your feelings, better health in your bodies, and you will be able to draw forth greater Perfection.

"Nothing but your own 'giving up' - abandoning your project before it is completed - can prevent your eventual precipitation. Once the RHYTHM has been established, STAY WITH YOUR PATTERN until the energy required flows into it - in RHYTHMIC RELEASE!

"If We had ceased Our activities even ONE HOUR before the Earth was completed, all of Our work of such a long time would have been in vain. If We had discontinued Our RHYTHM, the planet would have begun to disintegrate and return to the unformed. We continued RHYTHM after RHYTHM until it was COMPLETED and the Earth began to revolve on Her axis and We heard the words: "It is finished!"
"Let us again consider those "SEVEN STEPS":

FIRST: There must come your WILL (DECISION) to have it.

SECOND: There must come your PERCEPTION (ILLUMINATION) of what you wish to precipitate.

THIRD: You must LOVE to create it.

FOURTH: You must have PURITY of consciousness to hold your pattern untouched by any imperfection or the changing of its design.

FIFTH: THERE MUST BE CONCENTRATION upon your original design.

SIXTH: (Seventh Ray) There must be RHYTHM of application in decree and silent mental thought force.

SEVENTH: Your feeling of GOD-PEACE must encase it around to hold its perfection protected and sustained. Call to the Elohim of Peace to so seal your manifestation in His Flame of Cosmic Christ PEACE that disintegration never touches it until such time as it has completed the service for which it was created.

"When any form has completed its blessing to this world and thereby served its purpose, the process of Etherealization is the dignified way for it to be disintegrated and its component parts returned to the Universal from whence it came - not through the process of decay and fermentation. The substance should be released as We do - through directing into it the FREEDOM FLAME - the Violet Transmuting Flame, in gratitude for its service. As the Violet Fire is projected into the heart of the manifestation to be released, the magnetic pull upon the electrons release and they return to the Sun for repolarization. So should all things of this world be sent back to the Universal First Cause when they have completed the service for which they were originally brought into being."

MUSICAL INTERLUDE

While playing TALES OF THE VIENNA WOODS, or one of the Strauss waltzes, the attention should be focused on the Beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain, the Archangel Zadkiel, and the Elohim Arcturus, at the same time visualizing the Violet Fire surging up, through and around each one in the room.

OTHER CHOHANS AND ACTIVITIES OF THE VIOLET FIRE

The Ascended Master Saint Germain received His Chohanship from the Lady Master Kwan Yin Who had been the Director of the Seventh Ray for many centuries before. She is the Beloved Goddess of Mercy, and Her Love and Compassion are very great. MERCY means the receiving of more assistance than an individual has earned by merit, and She stands always ready to answer a call from the heart of the least of men.

The Lord Saithru, formerly known as the Great Divine Director, is the Manu of the Seventh Root Race which is to take embodiment on the Earth in the near future and give the assistance to enable Saint Germain to bring Freedom here. He was Saint Germain's Guru (Teacher) and is a Member of the Karmic Board, and will have much to do with the future of the world.
The great Spiritual Hierarchy renders a service of Love and Mercy to all mankind each year just prior to New Year's Day. Every lifstream passes through a concentrated Focus of the Transmuting Violet Fire at Inner Levels, and has removed all imperfect and discordant energy which was accumulated over the preceding year where there was no intent to harm another, but was done more through ignorance and thoughtlessness. This enables each individual to truly start a 'New Year' free from much of the pressure that had been upon him.

The Violet Fire is a Cosmic Divine Tool which the Ascended Host of Light use to set all imprisoned life free. Dear students, build your rhythmic momentum daily in the use of this Sacred Fire that you may see and feel the results in your own world. You will then have the happiness and satisfaction of knowing that you are doing your part in the redemption of the Earth and helping to make Freedom's Holy Star manifest NOW!

PART III

GROUP DECREEING

Beloved Presence of God - “I AM” in me, Beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain, Beloved Archangel Zadkiel and Beloved Holy Amethyst, Mighty Arcturus, Lord Saithru, Beloved Kwan Yin, and ALL Who are concerned with the Violet Fire to our Earth; we send our hearts' Love to You and call: ANGELS OF THE VIOLET FIRE (3X) COME (3X) and KEEP THE VIOLET FIRE OF FREEDOM’S LOVE BLAZING (3X) through every part of my physical, etheric, mental, and emotional bodies, my aura, activities and affairs, my home and business, and do this for every person, place, condition and thing, including the Elemental Kingdom, the Kingdom of Nature, the birds and four-footed creatures, and every living thing in ____ (town)_____, the State of __________, and the whole world; and HOLD IT SUSTAINED UNTIL ALL HUMAN CREATION, ITS CAUSE AND CORE, IS DISSOLVED AND TRANSMUTED INTO PURITY, FREEDOM AND PERFECTION!

Beloved “I AM”! (3X)

PART IV

OUTLINE FOR THE DIRECTOR TO USE IN CLASS

1. Three Candles should be lighted by Director BEFORE Students arrive.

Soft music should be played for at least a half hour before the Class commences, and all should be seated for fifteen minutes of this time maintaining SILENCE and ABSORB the radiation.

2. After greeting the students, the DIRECTOR gives a short visualization and then follows this with the INVOCATION.

INVOCATION

Dearly Beloved Presence of God - “I AM”, the Source of all that is everywhere present, anchored within each one of our hearts and that of all mankind, we love and adore You! We acknowledge You to the Owner and Giver of our Life, our Intelligence, our Substance, our ALL! Keep us sealed in Your
Light, Love and Power of Victorious Accomplishment.
BLAZE Your Light and Love before us and prepare the way
that we may walk in the Path of Light, Guard and protect us;
guide and direct us, and give us the Illumination of the Truth
that will set us free. Let us manifest and Be Yourself in
action at all times, and pour Your Light through us to bless
all the Life we contact. We thank You.

Beloved Ascended Host of Light, the Ascended Masters,
Great Cosmic Beings, the Seven Mighty Elohim of Creation,
and especially the Ascended Master Saint Germain,
Archangel Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst, Mighty Arcturus
and Lady Diana, Lady Kwan Yin, Mighty Lord Saithru and
Lady Mercedes - we send our hearts' Love and call to You.
COME and be with us at this Class, and CHARGE us with
the full power of the Violet Fire of Love, Mercy, Compassion,
Invocation and Transmutation, We thank You.

3. READ PARTS I, II, III

4. BENEDICTION

SEALED in the Seven-fold Flame of the Seven Mighty
Elohim, the Seven Mighty Archangels, the Seven Cohans of
the Rays, and the Great Host of Light, in the Name of the
Beloved Presence of God - "I AM" - we thank You for Your
outpouring of Love and Light. Through us bless all life we
contact. Great Elohim of Peace, Beloved Tranquility, hold us
forever in Your great Flame of PEACE! We thank You!

5. EXTINGUISH CANDLES.